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Rustic decorative 
hanging fish 
decoration £6.95

Rex Inter Blue 
White Stripe 
Ceramic Drawer 
Knob £2.95

Gisela Graham Sail Day Boat £9.95

East of India Nautical Blue Beach Hut 
Decoration £3.95

East of India 
Nautical Lighthouse 
Decoration £8.95

Insight Loves…

Gifts From 
Handpicked
Here at Insight we absolutely love it when a 
company grabs our attention and brings us 
inspiration, especially when it comes to gift 
ideas, what with Mother’s Day and Easter just 
around the corner! So, when we came across 
Gifts from Handpicked, we just had to tell you 
more about this gorgeous range of products…

Full of fantastic items that can provide great gifts or simply as a unique 
addition to your home, Gifts From Handpicked supply an array of beautiful 
products that ooze style and quality, perfect for those seeking homeware 
with a difference and design-led items. Collections are carefully hand-
selected by Founder, Natalie Yates, with all products added for their sheer 
appeal and ability to excite. 

Keen to offer something that little bit different, this superb online boutique 
supplies quirky door stops to plaques to make you smile, along with 
homeware, garden gifts and accessories that will enhance any living space.  
All tastes are catered for, with a variety of bestselling brands that include 
East of India, Gisela Graham and Heaven Sends, just to name a handful!

An established online retailer, Gifts From Handpicked has been growing 
from strength to strength, with a loyal customer base forever expanding, 
with their niche items tapping into the demand for quality and value. 
We spoke to Founder, Natalie, to find out more about how Gifts From 
Handpicked became such a favourite for online shoppers…

“After being made redundant I took the opportunity to tap in my 
passion for niche and pretty accessories to another level, making 
a business out of something I loved. I wanted to bring quirky and 
different products to a wider market and Gifts From Handpicked 
blossomed! As the name suggests, we handpick all the items 
within the ranges, always looking out for great accessories 
and gifts that offer something different to the usual options on 
the average High Street. So, whether someone is looking for a 
special gift or simply a treat for themselves, they can find it with 
Gifts From Handpicked!”

Whatever you’re looking for, you’ll find with this superb site, with 
everything from shabby chic, retro, classic, and contemporary styles to 
choose from, providing you with a great choice to suit any budget. So, 
whether you’re seeking to find a gift for a new arrival, birthday or yearning 
to enhance your own home, you can find what you’re looking for at 

www.giftsfromhandpicked.com
To claim 10% off your next order enter INSIGHT10

Cream Heart Photo Frame 
from the Gisela Graham 
Range£3.95

Gisela Graham 
Easter Decorations - 
20 Moulded Polka Dot 
Eggs £7.95

Bunch of 
Hanging Hearts
£6.95


